
#

92

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6034 346 4.98 1.69 32" 9 5/8" 29.5" 7.90 4.56 105" 44

55 NT, DT58.51%

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Naasz, Trevor

YEAR – RD – TM

Positions Started

8-18-1990 (27)Poe, DontariDT (0-3 Tech)

2017: at NE 10/22, at CAR 11/5, vs DAL 11/12, vs NO 12/7, at TB 12/18Tapes Viewed

9294

INJURIES

KEY STATS 2013-2nd Team All-Pro Selection, Pro Bowl Selection, Led all NT's with 52 total tackles (43 

solo, 9 assisted), 2014-Pro Bowl Selection, Top 5 in total tackles for all NT's with 46 (38 solo, 
8 assisted), 2017-Recorded 39 total tackles (23 solo, 16 assisted)

2012-Post-season Back Surgery on Herniated Disc, 2013-Left Ankle (Wk 7, missed no time), 

2014-No injuries reported, 2015-Back (Wk 2, missed no time), Right Ankle (Wk 6-8, missed 
Wk 6), 2016-Knee (Wk 11, missed no time), Back (Wk 12-14, missed no time), 2017-No 

injuries reported

MEASURABLES

Winning %Games WonGames Played Games Started

DOB (Age)

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First)

Memphis (TNMS)
CAREER INFORMATION

12 - 1st - KC

COLLEGE TEAM

Atlanta Falcons

Sixth year DL who has started 92 of 94 games throughout his career. 1st year with Atlanta where he played 3-Tech

and 1-Tech on all 3 downs in their base 4-3 defense, where a heavy DL rotation was utilized. Solid height and very

good weight, with a thick lower body and muscular upper body, that shows good athletic ability, demonstrating good

quickness, lateral agility, and solid burst for a player his size. A very good run defender that gets off the ball with

solid upfield burst while reading and reacting to blocks in front of him showing good mental processing, where he is

assignment sound and utilizes his good AA and very good play strength. Against Zone blocking schemes, uses his

good lateral agility and very good hand usage to defeat Reach and Combo blocks, showing good hand placement and

very good strength to hold his leverage and shock and shed blockers, when on the backside of O/Z will get flat down

the LOS and pursue ball carriers while playing the cutback showing solid pursuit. Against Gap blocking schemes, has

very good lower and upper body strength to hold the LOS at the POA vs both Base blocks and DBL teams. Against

Base blocks, shows very good play strength and solid burst to reset the LOS and disrupt the play. Against DBL

teams, utilizes his very good play strength and good pad level to maintain his leverage and hold the LOS. Shows the

ability to play in both a 1-gap scheme due to his solid upfield burst and very good strength to get penetration, and a

2-gap scheme because of his very good play strength and ability to shock and shed blockers. Shows solid pursuit by

taking solid angles and demonstrating good range with his good combination of speed and agility. A very good

interior pass rusher that stresses the OL with a solid upfield burst and good pad level to get the OL off balance, while

gaining favorable hand position on the chest plate where he uses his very good upper body strength to extend and

create separation while collapsing the pocket. Uses multiple pass rush plans showing good mental processing,

where he will counter his bull rush with a 1-arm rip or swim move, utilizing his heavy hands and very good hand

timing combined with his good agility, creating rush lanes and interior pocket pressure. Very good Use of Hands

where he shows his timing and hand strength to control the blocker and create separation, where he keeps his chest

plate clean while disengaging to make plays in the backfield. Shows good competitive toughness when he steps up

on 3rd down and in the 4th quarter to make plays in the run and pass game. Has the ability to physically dominate

OL in 1-on-1 situations with his very good play strength and his various pass rush plans. Struggles tackling in his

gap when he sheds blockers, showing adequate technique where his feet stop upon contact and doesn't fully wrap

up. Shows inconsistent effort and hustle throughout the game, where he will take plays off and not compete to his

full ability. Overall, he’s a starter you can win with because of his very good play strength, very good hand usage,

and good agility where he will win against both Gap and Zone run schemes, and very good interior pass rush ability

to push the pocket and create pressure in the pass game. Has the size, strength, and athletic ability to play multiple

positions along the interior DL.  Struggles with inconsistent effort and hustle, and finishing plays in his gap.

SUMMARY

Starter you can win with because of his very good play strength, very good hand usage, and 
good agility where he will win against both Gap and Zone run schemes, and very good interior 

pass rush ability to push the pocket and create pressure in the pass game.  Has the size, 

strength, and athletic ability to play multiple positions along the interior DL.  Struggles with 

inconsistent effort and hustle, and finishing plays in his gap.

Use of Hands, Interior Position Flexibility, Pass Rush, Play Strength, Agility, Ability vs Gap 

Schemes
BEST

Tackling in the Gap, Inconsistent Effort/HustleWORST

SCHEME FIT

PROJECTION

3-4 NT or 4-3 3T/1T where he can play in both a 1-gap or 2-gap system.


